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Anyone with a little persistence and the desire can learn
to draw well - this is the starting point for The
Fundamentals of Drawing, a practical and
comprehensive course for students of all abilities.
Opportunities for practice and improvement are offered
across a wide spectrum of subjects - still life, plants,
landscapes, animals, figure drawing and portraiture - and
supported by demonstrations of a broad range of skills
and techniques, including perspective and composition.
The methods used in The Fundamentals of Drawing
have been practised through the centuries by art
students and professional artists. They are timehonoured and proven. Barrington Barber brings his
invaluable expertise as a working artist and teacher to
the task of showing you how to use them effectively to
create successful drawings. No matter what your level of
expertise, you will find his clear approach encouraging
and his way of teaching inspirational.
Twenty festive cross-stitch designs, perfect for Christmas
gifts or cards.
This collection of pop-up paper bouquets from the
creator of the bestselling Paper Blossoms celebrates the
beauty of the four seasons. Each breathtaking
arrangement—spring daffodils, summer sunflowers,
autumn foliage, and a winter wreath—makes a distinctive
centerpiece and brings surprise to any décor. A unique
gift for any occasion, Paper Blossoms for All Seasons
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delights with color, joy, and beauty throughout the year.
A guide for crafty kids and their parents mixes a family
friendly design with a treasure trove of creative and
educational projects that parents and their kids, aged
three to twelve, can create together.
The world’s most popular record book is back with
thousands of new categories and newly broken records,
covering everything from outer space to sporting greats
via Instagram, fidget spinners and all manner of human
marvels. Inside you’ll find hundreds of never-beforeseen photographs and countless facts, figures, stats and
trivia waiting for you on every action-packed page.
Guinness World Records 2019 is the ultimate snapshot
of our world today. Plus, this year we celebrate the
incredible “Maker” movement with a special feature
devoted to the inventors, dreamers, crafters and creators
who devote their lives to amazing record-breaking
projects such as the largest water pistol, a jet-powered
go-kart and an elephant-sized hamburger (think you
could eat a whole one!?). We take a sneak peek into
their workshops to explore these epically big builds, and
ask them what inspires them to go really, really large!
And if you like creating, and you like LEGO®, then you’ll
love our “Making History” pages that use the world’s
most famous interlocking plastic bricks to illustrate and
explain an important record-breaking object – such as
the Statue of Liberty or the Apollo mission’s Saturn V
rocket. We examine their designs, structure and
technical specifications in fully illustrated and colorful,
poster-style pages. Finally, you can jump into both the
making and record-breaking action with a “Do Try This
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At Home” section. Challenge yourself and your family
with five fun record-breaking maker-inspired records you
can attempt involving origami, balloon sculptures, ring
pulls and rubber bands. Who knows, your creation might
just make it into the record books!
Each sheet of this bumper, tear-off pad can easily be
folded into a brightly patterned paper plane. The cover
folds out to reveal simple instructions for making each
type of plane and flying tips are included at the back.
A pop-up book for young and old alike, featuring 600
black spots that slip, spin, swirl and slide their way
across the page.

From the 1960s to today, paper has found a growing
number of supporters among artists, designers and
collectors around the world. In the field of
contemporary jewellery, paper has replaced
diamonds and gold thanks to its versatility, but also
because it is a "good" material, lacking that original
sin belonging to precious ones. Moreover, when
paper is recycled, it is perfectly part of environmental
sustainability. Promoted by Comieco (the Italian
Consortium for the Recovery and Recycling of
Cellulose-based Packaging), this publication is
conceived like a trove of 20 pop-up jewels created
by 21 of the greatest paper jewellery designers and
artists from across the world, together for the first
time to highlight the preciousness of this material
and, therefore, the importance of recycling and not
wasting it. In addition to illustrations of jewels colourful and playful, Page
made
from 100% recycled
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cardboard with natural shades according to highsustainability and low environmental impact
processes - there is an essay on the importance of
paper recycling by Comieco, plus a crucial and
scholarly text on the history of paper jewellery design
by the author and jewellery historian Bianca
Cappello.
This chart targets middle to late elementary grades.
With bright, photographic images, the poster helps
teach the parts of a story.
Pattern Magic Stretch Fabrics is the third in the
series of cult Japanese pattern making books, now
translated into English. The new volume looks at
working with stretch and jersey fabric. Material that
stretches lengthways or sideways can be magical in
itself. This book takes the special qualities of jersey
and stretch fabrics and uses them to create
stunning, sculptural designs. In two parts, the book
shows how to work with stretch fabrics and how to
cut patterns that exploit their properties with truly
original results. The book is accompanied by a basic
paper pattern block.
An essential guide to activities a child can enjoy with
their parents or grandparents. From understanding
basic woodworking skills to constructing a kite, the
reader will also learn about the science and eco side
of invention. Activities are broken down into easy
steps and technical information comes alive in bitesize facts. Dare-devils can make stilts, a rope ladder,
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and even a go-cart! Budding adventurers will learn
how to put together a survival bag, campfile and
fishing net. Aspiring conservationists can build their
own bird nesting box and wormery. Outdoor
activities have never been such fun, and if it's raining
there are plenty of other fun things to do!
This pack contains 200 high-quality 6 x 6" (15cm)
origami sheets printed with colorful and attractive
Kimono Patterns. These kimono patterns were
chosen to enhance the creative work of origami
artists and paper crafters. The pack contains 12
patterns unique to this pack, and all of the papers
are printed in coordinating colors on the reverse to
provide aesthetically pleasing origami models. A
booklet in the pack provides step-by-step
instructions for 6 origami projects.
With 30 projects and an introduction to both crafting
paper flowers and working with crepe paper, this
book is full of inspiration and expert advice for
beginners. If you have a Cricut Maker, you can
download the templates to your machine so you can
enjoy your own homemade bouquets in no time.
Crepe paper is the best material for creating paper
flowers, especially for beginners. It's forgiving and
malleable--easy to cut, bend, curl, and shape into
peony petals, daffodil trumpets, chrysanthemum
blooms, and more. And if you have a Cricut Maker,
you can easily cut out the shapes from templates
you download for free on Lia Griffith's website using
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a code. Then, follow instructions for crafting the
flowers to arrange and display in vases and pots and
as bouquets and wreaths.
Here are ten of the greatest and best-loved Greek
legends retold with warmth and humour for young
children and illustrated with bright, friendly artwork.
Meet Theseus and the Minotaur, Odysseus,
Pandora, King Midas and a whole cast of larger-thanlife characters in a series of extraordinary
adventures. The perfect introduction to Greek Myths.
In 1862 Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, a shy Oxford
mathematician with a stammer, created a story
about a little girl tumbling down a rabbit hole. Thus
began the immortal adventures of Alice, perhaps the
most popular heroine in English literature. Matte
Cover 8.5x11' Can be used as a coloring book
Origami for Children is the perfect introduction to
origami, the fun Japanese papercraft for parents and
children of all ages. Divided into six sections, the
projects cover a whole range of themes, from classic
origami designs such as animals to party
decorations and modern vehicles. There's even a
project showing how to create the classic Japanese
arcade character PacMan. You'll be amazed at how
much you can create using sheets of paper and a
few simple folds. Every stage is described in a series
of clear step-by-step photographs, showing all the
techniques you will need to complete each of these
great designs.
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Provides instructions in the three basic patterns for
making pop-up illustrations and how to use them in
more complicated designs, as well as how to put
together slides, pull tabs, and rotating disks
Following on the success of 100 paper planes, this
title features new planes based on four different
layouts, each decorated with its own unique colours,
motifs and patterns - ranging from Aztec prints to
fighting tigers to sci fi. It features clear and concise
instructions on how to fold and throw the planes.
The latest addition to our best-selling Encyclopedia
of Art series (more than 300,000 copies sold!)
focuses on the wonderful textures of crochet. All the
essential tools and techniques are clearly explained
in more than 400 diagrams and photographs, making
it an invaluable guide for both beginners and the
more experienced crafters. Readers will discover
new twists on the basics, and learn how to create
complex-looking stitches, openwork and lace,
multicolored patterns, shaped motifs, Afghan
squares, and much more. A 16-page gallery in the
back of the book features a wide range of crochet
items from designers around the world, a perfect
section to inspire creativity.
Creative Lettering and Beyond combines the artistic
talents, inspirational tips, and tutorials of four
professional hand letterers and calligraphers for a
dynamic and interactive learning experience. After a
brief introduction to the various tools and materials,
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artists and lettering enthusiasts will learn how to
master the art of hand lettering and typography
through easy-to-follow step-by-step projects,
prompts, and exercises. From the basic shape and
form of letters to cursive script, spacing, and
alignment, artists will discover how to transform
simple words, phrases, and quotes into beautiful
works of hand-lettered art. The interactive format
and step-by-step process offers inspirational
instruction for a wide variety of fun projects and gift
ideas, including hand-rendered phrases on paper
and digitally enhanced note cards. Artists will also
discover how to apply lettering to linen, coffee mugs,
calendars, and more. Numerous practice pages and
interactive prompts throughout the book invite
readers to put their newfound lettering skills to use,
as well as work out their artistic ideas. Covering a
variety of styles and types of lettered art, including
calligraphy, illustration, chalk lettering, and more,
artists will find a plethora of exercises and tips to
help them develop their own unique lettering style.
By popular request the artist behind the Pattern and
Design Coloring Book Series now brings you 50 new
mandala designs: Volume One of her new series
devoted wholly to mandalas! These beautiful and
intricate mandalas are artist Jenean Morrison's
interpretation of an art form that can be traced back
centuries. Mandalas are used by many as calming,
meditative tools. As with her Pattern and Design
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Coloring Book series, all 50 designs are printed on
the FRONTS OF PAGES ONLY. Jenean is certain
that you'll find these mandalas as relaxing and fun to
color as they were for her to design. Challenging yet
soothing at the same time, you'll experience many
hours of enjoyment with Volume One of the Mandala
Designs Coloring Book!
Creazioni in origami. Con gadgetOrigami for
Children
Presents instructions for creating a variety of
Christmas decorations and gifts, including snowmen,
angels, and gift boxes.
Disney Princess Cross-Stitch brings your favorite
leading ladies -- from Belle and Mulan to Tiana and
Merida -- to the craft space with easy-to-follow
patterns and enchanting art. Featuring characters
from beloved classics to modern treasures, it's a fun
book for crafters of all ages and skill levels. With
profiles of each of the princesses, full-color patterns
and spot illustrations throughout, easy-to-follow
instructions, and an overview of cross-stitch basics,
Disney Princess Cross-Stitch is as enchanting as it
is practical. Grab a needle and some embroidery
floss and get crafty with your favorite princesses!
Princesses included: Ariel (The Little Mermaid)
Aurora (Sleeping Beauty) Belle (Beauty and the
Beast) Cinderella (Cinderella) Jasmine (Aladdin)
Merida (Brave) Mulan (Mulan) Pocahontas
(Pocahontas) Rapunzel (Tangled) Snow White
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(Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs) Tiana (The
Princess and the Frog)
Beautiful, full-color photographs accompany step-bystep instructions and diagrams for 20 functional
boxes, which range from conventional squares to
those in the form of a bird, basket, cat's head, flower,
and more.
Make it work! This chic boxed set holds everything
you need to create fifty fabulous miniature paper
outfits based on real styles. Embrace your inner
designer with your very own fashion studio! A
designer's handbook gives step-by-step instructions
for creating and styling picture-perfect outfits, each
with its own irresistible accessories. Use the
included designer paper and tissue to put together
red carpet looks, little black classics, and summer
styles. Then mix and match the versatile pattern
templates and design dozens more outfits in your
own original style. Card hangers, clothes racks, a
dressmaker's dummy, and, of course, the studio set
provide budding designers with everything they need
to display their wares. Create a complete new
(miniature) wardrobe for every season!
From much-loved children's author and illustrator,
Paula Metcalf, comes a hilarious and uplifting tale
about loving who you are. Philip the dachshund is in
love with Penelope. She has kind eyes, a waggy tail,
and the most beautiful smile. But there is a slight
problem. While Penelope is verytall, Philip is not.
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He's too tiny to kiss her, even on tiptoes! He needs a
plan to make himself tall. But maybe he just needs
be himself . . . With hilarious lift-the-flaps, this
brilliant picture book features an uplifting message
about loving who you are and will leave children (and
dog lovers)in fits of giggles.
Opening this pop-up book at any point is an
experience that will delight readers of all ages. Each
pop-up sculpture hides one red dot for the reader to
find, leading them on a journey through the book that
is as visual as it is tactile.
Drawing on examples from nature, this second
volume focuses on folders know how applied to
design, decoration and architecture."
This book addresses pattern-making through a
comprehensive presentation of both basic and
elaborate dresses, jackets, vests, overalls, lingerie,
and corsetry.
An introduction to the sources, methods and theories
most used by historians, this book explores the
origins of the idea of the 'middle ages' and its
development in Renaissance and modern European
historical discourse, the problem of periodisation and
the principal themes of modern historiography.
Robert McKee's screenwriting workshops have
earned him an international reputation for inspiring
novices, refining works in progress and putting major
screenwriting careers back on track. Quincy Jones,
Diane Keaton, Gloria Steinem, Julia Roberts, John
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Cleese and David Bowie are just a few of his
celebrity alumni. Writers, producers, development
executives and agents all flock to his lecture series,
praising it as a mesmerizing and intense learning
experience. In Story, McKee expands on the
concepts he teaches in his $450 seminars
(considered a must by industry insiders), providing
readers with the most comprehensive, integrated
explanation of the craft of writing for the screen. No
one better understands how all the elements of a
screenplay fit together, and no one is better qualified
to explain the "magic" of story construction and the
relationship between structure and character than
Robert McKee.
3,000 years of fashion history in one stylish visual
guide Fashion is the definitive guide to the evolution
of costume and style. Tracing 3,000 years from the
early draped fabrics of ancient times to today's
catwalk sensations, this is your own personal fashion
show through history. Breathtaking in its scope,
Fashion is packed with over 1,500 costumes from
around the globe and lavishly illustrated with a mix of
original fashion plates, archive images and
commissioned photography. Plus features on
famous trend-setters, fashion icons and designers
from Jackie Onassis to Alexander McQueen bring
the world of fashion to life. Fashion is guaranteed to
add style to your bookshelf; with its luxurious
textured fabric jacket and spine, it's the season's
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must-have for anyone with a passion for fashion.
Flower delivery! Featuring five amazing pop-up
bouquets, Paper Blossoms brings floral cheer to any
room. Display any of the bouquetsa garland of roses,
a tropical arrangement, a lotus watergarden, a
springtime bouquet, or a vase of liliesas a beautiful
centerpiece or room accent. A triumph of pop-up
artistry and a sure conversation-starter, these
bouquets burst forth with color, joy, and lasting
beauty.
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